Background: Small populations are thought to be adaptively handicapped, not only because they suffer more from deleterious mutations but also because they have limited access to new beneficial mutations, particularly those conferring large benefits.
Introduction
It is widely held that the efficiency of natural selection is positively related to the size of an evolving population [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . This intuition derives from the expectations that small populations are more subject to the chance fixation of deleterious mutations by genetic drift [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] and that fewer beneficial mutations arise in small populations compared to large ones [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . An unexplored factor that could mitigate these constraints in small populations arises from the fact that beneficial mutations are unevenly distributed, with few mutations causing large fitness benefits and most causing more modest gains [14, 16, 17, [19] [20] [21] . This skewed distribution implies that smaller populations will substitute a more diverse set of beneficial mutations [22] , with the consequence that they may follow more heterogeneous adaptive trajectories than large populations [23] , particularly if mutations interact epistatically. While the effects of genetic drift on the fixation of deleterious mutations are well appreciated and studied, for example in Phase 1 of Wright's Shifting Balance Theory [24] , the effects of stochasticity on the fixation of beneficial mutations have not been considered in any experimental context. The aim of the present contribution is to examine conditions where heterogeneity in the emergence and fixation of beneficial mutations enables the adaptive constraints associated with a limited population size to be overcome.
Using the fitness landscape metaphor of Wright [24] , we consider the evolution of populations on two distinct fitness landscapes, one that is ''smooth'' with a single fitness peak, and another that is ''rugged'' with several peaks. In this scenario, the landscape refers to a topographical map between individual genotypes and their corresponding fitness values. We imagine that populations begin their evolutionary trajectories from fitness valleys; they will have already drifted, or been otherwise displaced, from a local fitness peak in Phase 1 of the Shifting Balance process (a process that is thought to be more efficient in small populations [25] , but see Weinreich et al. [26] ) and are awaiting the appearance and fixation of new beneficial mutations that will bring them into the domain of attraction of other, perhaps higher, peaks [24] . The adaptive route taken by any given population is expected to be a function of the underlying topography of the fitness landscape [27] [28] [29] . On smooth adaptive landscapes with only a single peak, locating the fittest solution, or global optimum, is a matter of successively substituting the largest available beneficial mutations. It is assumed that this process will be slower in small populations as a result of their diminished access to (large) beneficial mutations [11, [14] [15] [16] [17] . In contrast, reaching the global optimum on rugged landscapes is expected to be a function of the interactions between the specific mutations that become substituted, because fitness on complex landscapes is determined by the epistatic effects among combinations of mutations [27, 30, 31] . Therefore, on rugged fitness landscapes small populations, owing to increased variability in the fitness effects of beneficial mutations that become substituted [22] , may locate a more diverse set of adaptive peaks, and on occasion ascend higher adaptive peaks than large populations. In contrast, by deterministically substituting only the largest beneficial mutations [22, 32] , large populations will be limited to fewer adaptive routes that climb the nearest fitness peak with the steepest slope, but not necessarily the highest peak. We note that this general prediction is consistent with Wright's conjecture that small populations (subdivided demes) offer the best opportunity to allow the Shifting Balance process to proceed [24, 31] . However, the solution we outline introduces a critical role for a second stochastic factor and suggests that small populations are not only more likely to drift away from local fitness peaks in Phase 1, but also that they are more efficient seekers of distant, and occasionally higher, fitness peaks under the influence of natural selection in Phase 2 of the Shifting Balance process due to their broader sampling from the distribution of beneficial mutations.
Results and Discussion
Here we first test these predictions experimentally using evolving bacterial populations, and then explore the generality and limitations of our results using simulations. Twenty-four small and six large populations initiated with a single clone of E. coli were allowed to evolve for 500 generations in either a simple or a complex nutrient environment. The simple environment is a glucose minimal medium (DM) that has been shown to lead to considerable adaptive parallelism [33] [34] [35] , consistent with a relatively smooth fitness landscape. The complex environment, Luria-Bertani Broth (LB), contains a variety of carbon sources and other nutrients that offer a broader array of adaptive options, consistent with a more rugged fitness landscape [36] . Population size was manipulated by adjusting the culture volume, causing a ,50-fold difference (5610 5 versus 2.5610 7 ). The extent of adaptation of each population was determined by measuring the relative fitness of population samples against a differently marked ancestor in head-to-head competition in the same environment in which they had evolved.
Fitness estimates of populations taken after 500 generations support the prediction that adaptation is more heterogeneous in small populations (Fig 1) ; significant among population variation for fitness was found for small populations in both environments (simple: F 21,44 = 4.21, P,0.001; complex: F 22,45 = 3.58, P,0.001), while large populations show no apparent heterogeneity for fitness in either one (simple: F 5,12 = 0.80, P = 0.57; complex: F 5,12 = 0.85, P = 0.54). Furthermore, using an F-test to directly compare variance components, we found that the among-population fitness variation was higher for small than large populations in the complex nutrient environment (F 22,5 = 5.20, P = 0.038), but did not differ in the simple environment (F 21,5 = 2.10, P = 0.21). To account for the asymmetry in sample size between small and large populations, we tested the robustness of this F-test by using a bootstrap procedure [37] and found results that were consistent with the original test (complex environment: P = 0.043; simple environment P = 0.45). As expected, given that large populations have increased access to beneficial mutations conferring large benefits, we found that large populations adapted faster than small ones in the simple environment (t 11 = 23.40, 2-tailed P = 0.0059). However, the reverse was found in the complex environment (t 19 = 3.70, 2-tailed P = 0.0015). As earlier, this result was confirmed using a bootstrap approach (P = 0.0073 and P = 0.0039, respectively). These data reveal that although adaptive heterogeneity is increased in small populations, the evolutionary consequences of this variation are highly dependent upon the topography of the adaptive landscape, because only on the rugged fitness landscape are benefits to this heterogeneity realized.
To explore the interactions between population size, environment, and fitness gain in more detail, the adaptive trajectories of a subset of small and large populations during evolution in the complex resource environment were obtained (Fig. 2) . Whereas large populations showed parallel fitness gains (F 10,36 = 1.90, P = 0.077), small populations explored the rugged adaptive landscape in different ways (F 22,46 = 4.06, P,0.001) indicating that they have followed divergent adaptive trajectories. The effect of this heterogeneity is particularly evident for three small populations with final fitness significantly higher than even the most fit large population, consistent with their having attained a distinct fitness peak (t 2 = 3.90, 1-tailed, P = 0.03) (dotted lines Fig 2a) . The fitness trajectories of these three populations were significantly different from those of the other nine small populations (F 1,33 = 11.83, P = 0.0016). Moreover, while they were more fit after 500 generations (t 10 = 5.13, 2-tailed P,0.001), at 100 generations their average fitness improvement was significantly lower than that of the other nine small populations (t 10 = 2.79, 2-tailed P = 0.019).
Our experimental data demonstrate that the dynamics of fitness gain in complex environments depend on the topographical details of the fitness landscape. We show that this dependence is a function of the adaptive routes followed by evolving populations, and that this varies significantly between small and large populations. Finally, we show that adaptive walks that ascend ''steep hills'' do not always climb the highest peaks. Indeed, only those small populations that initially substituted smaller beneficial mutations obtained the largest fitness gains.
An assumption of our experimental model is that simple and complex resource environments correspond to adaptive landscapes that are ''smooth'' and additive, and ''rugged'' and epistatic, respectively. Although our data are consistent with this interpretation and there is precedent for this approach [27] , it is not feasible to experimentally determine a priori the epistatic contingency of evolution in any experimental environment. In order to overcome this limitation, we performed computer simulations of populations evolving on adaptive landscapes where the levels of mutational epistasis could be explicitly defined. The simulations enabled us to consider the evolutionary response of small and large populations over a vastly extended time scale which allowed us to determine if our simulated populations had reached a local or global fitness peak. Additionally, the simulations allowed us to focus exclusively on the role of epistasis, where in the experiments there remains the possibility that population divergence resulted, at least partially, from differential niche specialization.
In our computer simulations, digital bacteria undergo iterated cycles of exponential growth and serial dilution. Every clone grows according to a fitness value that is initially scaled to 1. Additionally, every clone has a fitness neighbourhood of fixed size L, which corresponds to the number of possible 1-step mutations the clone can reach. During growth, mutant offspring arise at a rate, m, and thereby obtain a new fitness value that corresponds to one of the L neighbouring fitness values. Each mutant clone can either retain a fraction of the fitness neighbourhood of its parent, or obtain an entirely new fitness neighbourhood. If the parental fitness neighbourhood is retained, the result is a smooth fitness landscape with few maxima among the L fitness values and no epistasis. At the other extreme, if all fitness neighbours are replaced, the result is a maximally rugged fitness landscape with complete epistasis and many local optima. In both cases, the landscapes we utilize are likely to be exaggerated versions of what might be found in nature. Our use follows earlier pioneering fitness landscape simulations [38] [39] [40] [41] , and is intended to establish the simplest boundary conditions and to complement but not to faithfully reproduce the experiment.
Broadly, the simulations provide strong qualitative support for our interpretation of the experimental results. Figures 3a and 3b show the fitness trajectories for fifty individual small or large simulated populations evolving on either a smooth (Fig. 3a) or rugged (Fig. 3b) fitness landscape. In a manner consistent with our experimental results, a number of small populations on the rugged landscape, but not on the smooth landscape, obtain higher longterm fitness than even the most fit large populations. That this result is only found on the rugged landscape supports the idea that the dynamics of fitness gain are highly dependent on the topography of the underlying fitness landscape, with epistatic interactions among mutations providing the critical advantage to small populations. We next calculated the time averaged variation in fitness among small and large populations as a function of landscape topography (Fig. 3c) , from which we draw two conclusions. First, this analysis shows that among population heterogeneity is higher for small than large populations irrespective of landscape complexity. Secondly, it reveals that variance in evolutionary response is increased for both small and large populations during adaptation on rugged adaptive landscapes relative to their behaviour on the smooth landscape. This latter effect is likely the result of the fact that rugged landscapes contain more fitness peaks, while the former is a consequence of the fact that small populations follow more heterogeneous adaptive trajectories. Most interestingly, these simulation results show that the benefits that accrue to small populations by following diverse adaptive trajectories are only realized when fitness is determined by epistatic interactions among beneficial mutations. Otherwise, small populations remain adaptively constrained.
In summary, our data provide experimental and theoretical evidence that limits to adaptation in small populations can be overcome during evolution on complex fitness landscapes. Furthermore, we show that the topography of the fitness landscape is an important determinant of this outcome, because those small populations with the greatest final fitness improvement were ones that initially ascended relatively shallow slopes. It is important to note that benefits from more effective landscape searching are far from assured in small populations. Indeed, many small populations, both in the experiment and in the simulations, faced handicaps consistent with their diminished access to beneficial mutations of large effect. However, whereas the outcome of adaptation in large populations is nearly deterministic, adaptation in small populations can generate unpredictable results and unexpected benefits.
Although our experiments were not designed to specifically test Wright's Shifting Balance Theory [24] which was developed to understand the evolution of novelty and complexity in sexual species [42] , it has not escaped our notice that our results are of particular relevance to Phases 2 and 3 of the theory. In Phase 2, populations previously displaced from their original adaptive peaks via genetic drift in Phase 1, are envisioned to ascend new peaks via the accumulation of beneficial mutations. Genetic drift in small populations, in Phase 1, and epistatic interactions among mutations, in Phase 2, are thought to facilitate this process. The results here, despite the fact that they were obtained from an asexual species, are consistent with this view in two ways. First, we find that small populations are better able to locate a diverse range of fitness peaks than large populations, and second that advantages to this diversity are only realized on landscapes where epistatic interactions are expected to be common. In Phase 3, migration from the fittest populations causes demes resident on lower fitness peaks to cross fitness valleys in order to shift towards higher fitness peaks. Because our experiments did not include a migration treatment we lack experimental support for this final phase; however, it seems likely that appropriate rates of migration among small populations would have the effect of causing more efficient peak shifts among small than large populations. Tests of this conjecture are currently in progress.
Two further implications emerge from our data. First, although our experimental results partly depend on the specifics of the environments applied in our study, it is likely that our complex nutrient treatment actually underestimates the complexity of most environments, because it lacks both spatial structure [43, 44] and interactions with other organisms such as predators and parasites [45] [46] [47] . If natural fitness landscapes are actually more rugged than those used here the potential evolutionary advantage to small, marginal, or fragmented populations may be further enhanced, and this may somewhat mitigate risks to threatened populations of animals and plants. Second, we note that our experimental population densities are consistent with the population bottlenecks experienced by many microbial pathogens during initial infection [48] . Such bottlenecks are thought to be costly to microbial populations due to the accumulation of deleterious mutations by Muller's ratchet, which may in turn serve to diminish microbial virulence [49] . However, the emergence of heterogeneous populations following infection in small inocula may serve as an important diversifying factor for microbes, perhaps providing microbes with an adaptive edge in the co-evolutionary ''tug-of-war'' between pathogens and their hosts. These implications await further testing.
Materials and Methods

Bacteria and media
The Escherichia coli B strains used in this experiment, REL606 and REL607, have been used extensively in experimental evolution and are described elsewhere [50] . These ancestral strains are genetically identical except for a difference in their ability to catabolize L- Arabinose, which can be used as a marker to distinguish both strains when plated on tetrazolium-aribinose (TA) indicator plates.
Two nutrient environments were used for the serial transfer experiment: a simple medium -with glucose as sole carbon sourceand a complex medium. The simple medium is Davis' minimal broth supplemented with 2* 10 26 thiamine hydrochloride and 0.25 g glucose per liter (DM250) and the complex medium is a 1/ 10 dilution of Luria-Bertani broth (1/10LB). The contrasting environments were chosen following experiments showing that E. coli maintained in spatially-structured Petri plates containing LB evolved more phenotypic and genetic heterogeneity than populations evolved in DM, consistent with more niches and alternative adaptive peaks in the former environment [36] . The population density at stationary phase for both media types is 5*10 8 cells/mL.
Evolution experiment
Populations derived from both ancestral strains were maintained for 500 generations by serial transfer in unshaken tubes (4.8 mL) or in wells of a 96-well plate (100 mL), representing large and small populations, respectively. Our results indicate that possible differences between tubes and wells of a 96-well plate have not introduced experimental artifacts: 1) this potential artifact would not predict increased heterogeneity among small populations, which we observe in both resource environments; 2) it would predict that large populations would show increased fitness in large populations irrespective of environment, when instead we find a clear interaction between population size and resource complexity; and 3) it would not predict a transient decrease in the fitness of small populations that obtain the highest fitness. Every 24 hours the populations were diluted by a 1,000-fold dilution into fresh medium, and then incubated at 37uC; for the small populations 5*10 4 cells were transferred (N e = 5* 10 5 ) using a 96-pin replicator (Boekel Scientific), while for the large populations this was 2.5*10 . Each culture underwent roughly 10 generations of daily growth. Every 100 generations, the populations were stored in a 15% glycerol solution at 280uC. Large populations were replicated six-fold, small populations were replicated 48-fold, in two separate 96-well plates. For reasons of experimental tractability, following the 500 generations fitness assays were conducted on a randomly sampled subset of 24 from the 48 small populations from each medium type. Fitness trajectories of small populations were estimated for a random set of 12 populations from the original 24, and for all six large populations.
Fitness assays
The relative fitness of evolved populations was measured according to previous protocols [50] by competing populations against the reciprocally marked ancestral clone for 10 generations. Conditions in competitions were equivalent to those during serial transfer. Prior to the competition, competitors were separately grown for 24 hours in the appropriate medium, to insure that both were in equal physiological states. At the beginning and the end of the competition, the frequency of both competitors was determined by plating onto TA. From these frequencies, relative fitness was estimated as the ratio of each strain's Malthusian parameter. Competitions for mean fitness of the populations were replicated three-fold; all other competitions were replicated six-fold.
Statistical analyses
To account for the difference in sample size between small and large populations, we tested the robustness of the results of our analyses by using a bootstrap procedure [37] . This was achieved by resampling with replacement from the original replicate fitness estimates to generate 10,000 sets of 24 versus six pseudopopulations (or 12 versus 6 pseudo-populations for the analysis of fitness trajectories). For each set, an F-test on the among population variation in fitness of the 24 versus the six pseudopopulations was calculated. This distribution of F-values was then used to calculate the proportion of test values higher than the Fvalue corresponding to the real data, which reflects the probability that the higher among-population variation in small than large populations arose from random processes (or an asymmetry in sample size) [37] . A similar bootstrapping approach was employed to carry out t-tests comparing the rate of adaptation in small versus large populations in both environment types.
Fitness data were analyzed using t-tests with unequal variances; the greater fitness variation of small versus large populations precludes the use of standard ANOVA. Repeated-measures ANOVA were used to examine the adaptive trajectories of small or large populations. In order to avoid the problem of heterogeneous variances, we applied this ANOVA to small and large populations separately. We were particularly interested to see whether small populations showed evidence for significant heterogeneity in their respective adaptive dynamics, which would be apparent as a significant interaction between population and time of the repeatedmeasures ANOVA on individual adaptive trajectories.
Simulation design
The simulations were designed to approximate critical features of our experiments. The digital bacteria grow by dividing at rates determined by their fitness. The population starts at size N0 and growth continues until the population reaches carrying capacity, at which point serial transfer, modelled as multinomial sampling, reduces the population size back to N0 which initiates another round of exponential growth. This procedure is iterated until the desired number of generations is reached. Effective population sizes, N e, calculated as N0 * (generations grown between transfers) [2] , are equivalent to those used during the bacterial experiments (5e 5 or 2.5e 7 for small and large populations, respectively). Initial populations are clonal, but at division, each clone generates mutants at a rate m that differ in fitness from the parent clone. By convention, the ancestral clone is assigned a fitness value of 1 and offspring a value of 1+s, where values of s are drawn from an exponential distribution f(s) = ae 2as , with a = 42.5 [11] . Because recent simulations have suggested that higher fitness peaks can be reached by first going through an intermediate step with reduced fitness [51, 52] , we also performed simulations that included only a small fraction of mutations that lead to fitness larger than that of the ancestral strain, while the majority of mutations reduced fitness (i.e.: deleterious mutations & beneficial mutations). However, due to the strong bottlenecks imposed by the repeated serial passages, these less fit mutants never survived long enough to produce consecutive, fitter mutants. Therefore, their inclusion had no effect on the outcome of the simulations. Because including deleterious mutations significantly increased computational demands but did not affect our conclusions, the results presented here are for simulations that only included beneficial mutations. At division, offspring remain unchanged or attain the state of any of L single mutant neighbours. Once a mutation occurs, a new mutant is created with fitness drawn randomly from the L possible neighbourhood values. Additionally, the new mutant obtains its own one-step neighbourhood of L mutants. To generate a smooth landscape, the newly created mutant is assigned a mutant neighbourhood which is identical to that of the ancestral strain, leading to a landscape with only a single global optimum. To approximate a rugged fitness landscape, we consider the other extreme, where 100% of the neighbourhood is replaced, with values for the possible fitness increase resampled from f(s).
This leads to a completely rugged landscape, where a single mutation changes the fitness effects of all other possible mutations. The mutation rate m was set to 5e
26 [53] and the total number of 1-mutant neighbours, L, to 500. While these two parameters are chosen rather arbitrarily, we found that the results remain qualitatively unchanged for different parameter values, as long as the effective mutation supply rate for small populations is significantly smaller than the mutant neighbourhood, i.e. Ne* m%L, and Ne* m<L for large populations. Such a situation allows the small populations to evolve stochastically, while the large populations will evolve in an essentially deterministic manner. The model was written in Matlab and will be provided upon request to A.H.
